Issue 49– March 2018
Dear parents and carers,
Great fun was had by the parents who enjoyed the PTA quiz last Friday, hosted by our own quizmaster, Mr Barret.
We are very lucky to have such a vibrant PTA, which is helping to fund the glassware for our new laboratories
which will start to be refurbished during May half term.
This followed our annual fashion show in which Textiles students from KS4 and KS5 modelled, or had their designs
modelled. They had produced some incredibly detailed and imaginative pieces including some unusual takes on
Disney princess themes.
After that we had our first Lockdown drill. I wrote to you about this last Friday but if you missed it you can still
find out about it by going on to the school website. Our first drill went well and students responded generally very
maturely.
Further news from the Design Technology department is that four year 8 students are attending a Smallpeice
Engineering experience at the University of Nottingham over the Easter holidays – Bavatharani, Ishani, Sudipta
and Diya. We wish them all the best and look forward to hearing about it. Aarushi in Year 11, who awaits the
final outcome of her Arkwright scholarship application, will be undertaking an Aerospace course over the summer. For more STEM-related news, we have a good number of Chemistry and Physics Olympiad winners who you
can read about on page 3 of this newsletter.
Students in the Geography department have proudly published the Nonsuch Geographic. It looks stunning and
the editorial team have written very thoughtfully about climate change. We will send you a link to it soon.
On an important academic note, Year 12 parents will have received crucial information about Year 12 internal and
external examinations, work experience and higher education preparation days. The letter regarding this has been
emailed out and can also be found on FROG. Year 11 and Year 13 students will also want to use the Easter holidays wisely for rest, recuperation and revision. My thoughts are with them. Remember girls – doing well is doable – just chunk revision up into bite-size sessions.
Our end of term rounded off with the whole school in the Sports Hall celebrating Jack Petchey achievement
award winners, Duke of Edinburgh awards, House Competition winners and updates and rousing performances by
the junior and gospel choirs. This followed a morning of inter-house sporting competition for Year 7s, to add to
the sporting prowess reported on the many sporting pages in this bumper newsletter.
Enjoy the Easter break.
With best wishes,
Ms Cavilla
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Important Dates
Date

Event

24 and 25 April

Gym and Dance display

2 May

Year 10 parents evening

2 May

PTA meeting 7pm

3 May

Jazz evening

7 May

Bank Holiday, school closed

Languages
Our trip to Belgium on the 10-16th March was both an enriching
and an extremely enjoyable experience. We tasted the culture literally, from frog’s legs to warm chocolate waffles. Our work
experience enriched us both professionally and linguistically, and
from making sandwiches to stopping fights in the playground, we
made the most of every opportunity thrown our way.
A definite highlight was shopping around Bruxelles and trying not to
get exposed as English people - however, when we did, we
managed to get free chocolates from a shopkeeper!!
We thoroughly enjoyed the relaxed lifestyle of the Belgian people,
such as their half-day each Wednesday, and their favourite motto,
“C’est pas grave“ or “No worries”. We sincerely hope to visit again,
and to keep in touch with our exchanges, and are so grateful to
have had the opportunity to experience this trip.
- Grace and Tanya
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50th INTERNATIONAL CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD

A level Chemists
The International Chemistry Olympiad is an annual academic competition for high school students. It is an
opportunity to challenge our students, helping them to develop problem solving skills and apply chemistry
knowledge in new and interesting contexts.
The 2018 Round One questions were inspired, amongst others, by The Prime Minister, Theresa May who had a
bad cough during her speech at the Conservative Party Conference. The ‘inert’ gas helium regarding its use in
party balloons in contrast to scientific applications such as superconducting magnets. The safety of lithium-based
batteries in mobile phones due to issues with them catching fire or exploding.
At Nonsuch, the Chemistry Olympiad was held on Tuesday the 16 th of January 2018 from 3.30 to 5.30 pm. It was a
long two hours but very interesting and challenging nonetheless. A record 93 year 12 and 13 students took part
resulting in a record number of awards from the RSC.
We look forward to our current year 12 students taking part in the Cambridge Chemistry Challenge in June 2018.

Took place Tue 16th 2018 Jan 3.30 – 5.30
Awards
BRONZE AWARD
Jillian
Megan
Viyen
Giulia
Sanju
Aasiya
Suheyla
Chloe
Fizza
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SILVER AWARD
Jordyn
Aberame
Shivani
Jessica
Kiyo
Maariya

GOLD AWARD
Annabelle
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Music
Music @ Jack Petchey Awards’ Ceremony
At 7.30pm on Monday 22nd March, our Year 12 and 13 musicians performed at the Jack Petchey Awards’
Ceremony at Epsom Playhouse. Martha, Haynam, Alice, Gina, Camille, Sonia, Giulia and Safia were performing
alongside our composer in residence, Dr Johnson, who was there to collect his own Jack Petchey award. The girls’
jazzy number brought the house down; they were a credit to the school. Many congratulations ladies!
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NWET YOUNG MUSICIAN:
On the evening of 12th March 2018 we were treated to our second NWET Young Musician Concert, this year, held
at Wallington. All the Nonsuch girls performed with poise and commitment and the standard was tremendously
high! Well done to Yifan and Maya in Year 7, Sophie and Enya in Year 10, Sophia in Year 11, Sabrina in Year 12
and Martha and Giulia in Year 13. The judges, Philip Aslangul and Rachel Bishop were very impressed and
provided the girls with much positive constructive feedback. Many congratulations go to Sabrina who won the KS5
trophy and Sophia who won the Overall Winner’s trophy.
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Music For Youth Festival –Junior Choir:
On Friday 9th March, we took Junior Choir to perform at the Music for Youth Festival held at St Andrew’s Church in
Cheam. The girls performed three pieces: Banuha, Zum Gali Gali and Karl Jenkins’ Adiemus. It was a very polished
and committed performance from all. The panel were very impressed and provided the girls with much positive
feedback. Well done to all involved.

Spring Concert
We were treated to a complete array of musical styles at our Spring Concert
on 22nd March 2018 at 7pm in the School Hall. Performances ranged from
Jazz Band to African Drumming to Gospel Choir to Symphony Orchestra. The Hall was
completely sold out and the quality of all of the performances was exceptional. Highlights
include: Junior Choir singing Zum Gali Gali,
Martha and Safia each performing a concerto
movement with the Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Choir singing a 4-part a capella
arrangement of Danny Boy. Congratulations to all the girls involved – it was a thoroughly
enjoyable evening! A special well done must be given to our Year 13 leavers (Soeun, Martha,
Haynam, Camille, Elia, Safia, Guilia and Lauren) who have been steadfastly loyal to the music
department over the past 7 years and, for whom, this is their last whole-school concert. They
have all been tremendous ambassadors for the Music Department and are all such accomplished musicians. You will be sorely missed by staff and students alike!
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Design & Technology
Product Design
Another Win for the Design
and Technology Department
at the Surrey Satro
Competition
The Design and Technology department took 3
teams of 6 students to the Surrey Satro
Competition on 22nd February and were
victorious again in the KS4 team.
Everyone was excited as we left to get to St.
Philomena’s by train, where it was being
hosted. As we arrived there were many tables all lined up and with students from different schools
filing in to find their designated tables. The year 7-9 teams sat at the far left while the sixth former
teams sat at the far right, leaving the year 10-11 teams in the middle.
The tension between schools was rising as everyone finally arrived at their tables to find a plastic
pack with our tasks inside and bottles of water, juice and biscuits. At around 4:20 a booming voice
silenced the hall (with the aid of a microphone of course) going over some of the instructions of the
competition. Afterwards, a 10 second count down signalled for us to get ready to open our packs.
Only three seconds left…3…2…1…Go!
The silence was broken and the hall was soon filled with the sound of paper, pens and voices of
many teams working together. The time-limit of exactly 90 minutes ensured that everyone was
always doing something, whether it be designing, making or panicking.
KS3

KS4

KS5

At the end, the year 7-9 team managed to construct a sturdy structure which scored many points
but unfortunately not enough to win the category. The sixth form team also accomplished the task
very well when just as judging commenced their light stopped working, meaning they didn’t receive
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Design & Technology
Product Design
the quadruple points awarded for a working light. However, the year 10-11 team managed to pull
through with some last-minute adjustments taking the category in first place. Well done to all the
teams that took part and a special thank you to Miss Hobart and Mrs Percy who took us and were
supporting us.

Four students entered the Engineering Leaders competition. As part of
their entry students had to interview an engineer and create a design
answering the question ‘if you were an Engineer what would you do?
Ideas this year included: an organ freezer, an energy saver, a portable pulse and a CO2 arc.

This year we entered only one student – Aarushi, for an Arkwright Scholarship.
She has already submitted her application form, completed her own individual
project and sat the Arkwright exam.
I am now pleased to announce that after all of her hard work Aarushi has made it through to the interview
stage of the process in April. Well done Aarushi! Good Luck at the interview.
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Library News
Carnegie Shadowing begins!
The Carnegie book awards are the most prestigious awards in the UK for
children’s literature. Nonsuch will take part in the national shadowing
scheme by reading the selected eight shortlisted books (seen opposite)
and voting for our own favourite based on the judging criteria. Our
shadowing group will be called ‘Keep Calm and Carnegie’. Follow us on
the national shadowing website to see how we progress:
http://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/grouphomepages/index.php?GroupID=27642

World Book Day
During the snowy week at the end of February the library hosted a plethora of book
related activities, to celebrate World Book Day. There was a book recommendation service
based on students’ answers to a quiz, a book trailer showing and bookmark making.
Congratulations to Adheena in 7Mars and Sabrina in 12.3 who won the competition, with
their winning designs shown below. All Nonsuch students also received a £1 World Book
Day Token to either claim a free book or to be used as
money off for a book of their choice

Library Recommends ...
Years 9, 10 & 11

Year 7 and 8
The Explorer by Katherine Rundell

Things a Bright Girl Can Do

Longlisted for The CILIP Carnegie
Medal 2018

Sally Nichols
Shortlisted for the YA Book
Prize

Fred, Con, Lila, and Max are on
their way back to England from
Manaus when the plane they’re
on crashes and the pilot dies
upon landing. For days they
survive alone, until Fred finds a
map that leads them to a ruined
city, and to a secret.

Through rallies and marches, in
polite drawing rooms and freezing
prison cells and the poverty
stricken slums of the East End,
three courageous young women
join the fight for the vote.

KS5, staff and parents.
Reservoir 13 by Jon McGregor

Winner of the 2017 Costa Novel Award

Reservoir 13 tells the story of many lives haunted by one family’s loss. Reservoir 13 explores the rhythms of the
natural world and the repeated human gift for violence, unfolding over thirteen years as the aftershocks of a
stranger’s tragedy refuse to subside.
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Jack Petchey Achievement Awards
The 2017 winners had a memorable evening at the
Epsom Playhouse when they received their
medallions from the Jack Petchey Foundation at the
Borough Presentation evening. I am delighted that
Lauren in Year 8 and the Nonsuch Jazz Band were
able to support the event and provided the finale
with a piece of music composed by Dr David
Johnson. Dr Johnson was at the event to receive a
Leader’s Award in recognition of the time and energy
he devotes to the Music at Nonsuch. He often
composes music for school events and he works with
students individually to support their examination
work in addition to his contribution to the
extra-curricular work of the department.
The
winners were Annabelle, Khyati, Lauren, Dr Johnson,
Lauren, Charlie, Charlotte, Rabia and Trenisse.

This term the Jack Petchey committee chose to recognise two students; Annie and Dhara. Annie is a police cadet
who delivered presentations, supported by the Breck Foundation, to every year group about the dangers of online grooming. These presentations showed the students how anyone can be in danger of being groomed and the
consequences can be fatal. Dhara has supported Martial Arts at Nonsuch since she was in Year 9 by volunteering
at the club and encouraging students. Both these students deserved to be recognised but it transpired that they
had already received Jack Petchey Awards in the community, which demonstrates how much they both contribute
to society.
A number of other nominations were received and I am pleased to share the news that the following students
have been recognised. Hanna in Year 10 for cutting off her long hair and donating it to the Princess Trust so that
children who have cancer can wear a wig and feel more confident. Tanya in Year 12 has been recognised as she
set up a charity to provide sanitary protection to ladies who would otherwise have to go without. Finally, the
committee were pleased to give an Award to Ella in Year 7 who has recently won the regional Judo championships
and been asked to train with the England development squad. She qualified to attend the Judo National
Championships and was placed 5th which is a fantastic achievement.
Please do submit your nomination for an outstanding achiever to the box in reception. Forms are on the school
website.
Nicola Holmes
Jack Petchey Co-ordinator
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Jack Petchy, Stories we are proud of

Achievement Award winner visits NASA for international space design competition!
Annabelle was among a group of outstanding students from across Sutton who received Achievement Awards from the Jack Petchey Foundation earlier this year. She was nominated by her peers after demonstrating hard work and dedication when she was
involved in the national final of the UK Space Design competition at Imperial College, London. Since then, Annabelle has travelled
halfway across the world to represent Europe in the international competition at the Kennedy Space Centre in Florida!
It all started after Annabelle and her group impressed the judges in the initial regional final at school, which meant they were
then invited to compete at the national final of the UK Space Design competition at Imperial College. There, the team of 12 were
grouped with three other teams from across the UK. Everyone within the group was assigned specific roles to help split out the
responsibility. Annabelle was made the Director of Automation and Robotics Engineering, the department responsible for computer systems, robots and machinery that would be in charge of building the resources used, as well as the technology that would
help with everyday life in space.
The competition was tough! Annabelle recalls working hard all day and then retreating to a nearby hotel to continue working into
the small hours of the morning. Despite their hard work, Annabelle’s team unfortunately did not win a place in the international
final. However, they were told three people out of every unsuccessful team would be offered a place to compete in a separate
group named ‘Team EU’. All of the students anonymously nominated members of the group who they felt deserved to be chosen
for the new team. Thanks to her dedication and leadership skills, Annabelle was chosen to compete.
In July 2017, Annabelle met with her new team at the airport ready to fly across the world and compete in the international final.
Before getting to work, all of the students had the chance to explore the new area and even visited Universal Studios together!
After getting to know one another, it was time to get to work. There were teams from across the world and Annabelle’s team
was grouped with teams from India, Argentina and US teams to form a group of 60 young space designers.
Annabelle was, once again, made Director of Automation and Robotics Engineering. This time the brief was longer, harder and
more challenging than the one in London. The group had to design a settlement strong enough to hold 10,000 people on Venus
– where the average surface temperature is around 462°C! The group had two days and nights to complete their design on time.
They spent the days working in the Kennedy Space Centre itself and then would work long nights in their hotel room. Unfortunately, Annabelle’s group were not chosen as the winners but she still looks back on the experience with joy and knows that
what she has seen and learnt will influence her love of science for years to come. She got the chance to explore the incredible
Kennedy Space Centre where she saw the Saturn V rocket, the Atlantis Space shuttle and bought lots of souvenirs from the NASA
space shop!
Annabelle says: “It has been a very challenging but immensely rewarding experience. I’ve made some amazing friends and
learned an awful lot about the engineering industry, the future of space travel and myself. It’s fuelled my ambition to study engineering and I hope one day to work in the aerospace industry.”
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
I am delighted to report that Nonsuch students have again surpassed the highest ever
number of Awards to be approved in a year at the school. As I write the total number of
completed Awards has surpassed 190 and of that number 20 of them are at Gold.
To achieve a Gold Award while still at school is a remarkable achievement and 17 of
these Gold Awards are students who are still in Year 13. London DofE have arranged for
the majority of these students to receive their Gold Award together on 24th May from
the Earl of Wessex (Prince Edward) at Buckingham Palace. This will be a memorable day
during A Level exam season and we look forward to sharing their stories.
The most
recent Gold Award holders are: Hannah, Meerani, Anchaly, Kiana, Jordyn, Megan, Lauren, Dhara, Vaishali, Grace, Erin (left 2017) and Henn, Doroti, Sneha and Safia.

Congratulations to all the other students who have completed a wide variety of activities to achieve their Award. I
have received glowing reports from community associations about the assistance they have given while volunteering and I know a number of students have been baking cakes for their families each weekend. I am sure it has
inspired some additional practice time for musicians. I would like to thank Mrs Percy, the PE and music staff for
assessing so many students for their Awards.

The expedition training has started and over 200 students attended the training at school on 19 February. The
Bronze training walk in March was successful and I’m pleased we managed to avoid a snowy weekend this year.
Although the snow postponed the Silver training it has now taken place and everyone can now look forward to
route planning and the practice expedition next term.
I look forward to seeing a large number of assessor reports reaching eDofE accounts in the coming weeks and
hope that most Bronze participants will complete volunteering, physical and skill sections before embarking on
their qualifying expeditions in July.
Nicola Holmes
Duke of Edinburgh Manager
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P.E
We are extremely proud of our KS3 and KS4 Badminton Teams
who triumphed in the London Finals of the National Schools Badminton Competition and are off to the NATIONAL FINALS!
On the 7th of February, Nonsuch's KS3 and KS4 badminton team went to
the qualifying round for the London Youth Games. We played 2 schools
and we defeated them both 5-0. We were also awarded the respect
award for our courtesy and fair play as shown on the London Youth
Games facebook post!
KS4 team (top row) Charlotte, Deeksha, Jennifer, Eleanor and Ellen
(bottom row): Tvishi, Pragya, Harshita, Louisa, and Trinity
kS3 team The London Youth Games finals were held in Redbridge on
Tuesday 20th March. After a long car ride and a bit of waiting, our Key
Stage 4 team began the first round of games against the first school.
They put up a good fight but our team prevailed, winning every game.
We continued to win all of our games against the next two schools with an intense doubles game by Ellen and
Deeksha and excellent singles games by Eleanor and Charlotte. This meant we placed first in our group and
were through to the semi finals.
The school we played in the semi final challenged us but we tried hard and managed to win four out of five
games so we had earned a place in the final.
Soon after, we began the play offs for first and second place. We predicted it would be tough as their team was
strong. Charlotte succeeded in her singles game and Deeksha and Jennifer triumphed over their opponents in
their doubles game so our team was up by two games. We only had to win one more to secure our place and
defend our title. Eleanor’s singles game was a difficult one and she put up a great fight but unfortunately the
win went to St Helens. The next game was a doubles game with Charlotte and Jennifer. It was close and for
part of the game we were losing but we didn’t give up and towards the end we achieved a few points in a row
and won 15:12.
Our team was ecstatic, especially because our Key Stage 3 team had also placed first. We were extremely proud
of what we had achieved and enjoyed receiving our medals all together, representing Nonsuch.
A huge thank you must go out to Vibul Wataranan, who dedicates his time to coach the squad as well as manage the team during these events. We are extremely excited to see whether the students can bring home some
silverware at the National Finals!
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Football
Our football season has come to a close. We’ve had some great results along with some tough defeats. With a number of nailbiting cup matches going all the way to penalties our nerves have certainly been tested! It’s been fantastic
to see so many girls regularly attending training this year – the most consistent attendance we’ve ever had at football practice! Our season ended with an Easter Egg hunt, football tournament and treats on Thursday 22 nd March.
We hope to see even more people taking up the sport in September.
Thanks to Coach Charlotte from Crystal Palace who has been helping keep the continuity for students even when
matches are taking place on the astro. Our 6th form leaders Tia and Jess have also played a huge role by helping
with training sessions and refereeing matches.

Mrs Traynor & Miss Richards
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Netball
Sutton Schools Junior Netball Tournament
On Saturday morning our Year 8 and 7 Netball Teams arrived at
St Philomena’s school ready to compete against the other schools
in the borough. Our Year 9 team (defending champions) - sadly
could not attend – due to a clash with a D of E training weekend
Year 8 team were keen to retain their title from last year. They
got off to a great start by beating Wallington 5-2. Lydia, although
she was carrying an ankle injury, managed to sustain the intensity and pace of the game placing some excellent long balls into the
circle. Olivia was unbeatable on the centre passes and combined well with Grace who had a fantastic day!
We marched on beating St Phil’s 7-5; with a combination of Jessica’s accurate shooting and Sophie’s incredible standing jump, which stopped any overhead passes coming in to the circle area.
Then… the crunch game, as we were playing the runners up from last year, Cheam. It was an incredibly close 12
minutes and either team could have come out on top - Gauthami made some simply stunning interceptions which kept
us in the hunt a huge six interceptions in 12 minutes.
The game sadly finished 5-4 to Cheam. We finished the day by beating Overton 6-1. Edith played superbly and reliably
all day. Making it near impossible for her GA to score from any position in the circle and picking up interceptions in the
mid court. Vania was vocal and supportive all day. She provided an excellent reset opportunity for our attackers and
could be relied upon to get interceptions from their centre pass.
When we sat down to hear the results - it came down to goal
difference and Nonsuch scored 22 whilst Cheam scored 23 – a
well fought second place.
Our Year 7’s have trained hard all year and are really starting to
build as a squad. Sophie (captain) played with her usual determination and intelligence and despite us losing the first two games
to Wallington and St Phil’s. We were able to reset and after
discussing some tactics Jo and Phoebe combined excellently in
defence to ensure that we drew our next game against Cheam 5-5
and in our last game we lost to Overton by just one goal. In which
Maddy and Alissa were playing with real pace. By the last game
Lily and Cerys were shooting with more confidence and we are
sure that next year we will finish much higher. Both teams are
looking forward to competing again next year!

Huge congratulations to you all
on a very successful season
Mrs Haskins
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Surrey Schools Qualifiers and Finals
The Surrey Netball competitions are one of the most
spirited and well prepared for tournaments across the
school sporting calendar. The year sevens relished the
opportunity of an afternoon filled with competitive netball. They had some strong performances against established teams such as Tormead and should be congratulated on their performances. The year sevens who attended
were; Cerys, Moyo, Gabriella, Alissa, Joanna, Srujana, Lily,
Sophie, Phoebe and Maddy. I know this team are going to
go from strength to strength. The Year 8 team, who knew
what to expect from last year, had been putting in
additional practices as a team. The shooters had also been
putting up extra shots, so that they were all ready and this paid off in the preliminary rounds. We beat Holy Cross,
Epsom College and St Andrews convincingly and we
went through in second place to the Surrey Finals.
This was a new experience for the girls and we were
faced the best in the county. We finished in sixth place
overall and out of the 14 teams competing we were
the only state school left in our age category. This was
an incredible achievement. To our Year 8’s who
qualified for finals and competed on the day you were
outstanding; Jessica, Olivia, Lydia, Grace, Bea,
Gauthami, Vania, Edith and Sophie.
I am so proud of you all and I know we will build on
this next year!
Mrs Haskins

Year 10 GCSE Trampolining Competition
Our Year 10 GCSE PE students have been working
exceptionally hard on their trampolining routines.
Just before February half term we entered a local
competition to see how they fared under
pressure. It was a daunting prospect, with
National Level judges and some tough opposition
in the form of Holycross. However, their Nonsuch
spirit shone through and they performed exceptionally well. Sophie F was the overall winner of
the competition with Abbie and Sophie L coming
in joint third place. I am so proud of all of the
girls- who bounced with consistency and accuracy. We have another competition against Wallington on the 27 March and are hoping to achieve
even better results – there is no stopping this
group of Year 10’s!
Mrs Haskins
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Year 7 Surrey Hockey Tournament
On Thursday 8th February we travelled to Woking Hockey Club for the annual Surrey Hockey tournament. We
were very excited about the hockey and also in high spirits as it was Jo’s birthday! Our first match was against
Gordon’s School, the toughest team in our pool. Everybody battled hard but unfortunately the game finished 1-2.
Next up was St Theresa’s we had some excellent attacking play are managed to convert some of these opportunities well. St Theresa’s fought back in the second half but luckily our lead was too strong and the game finished
4-1.
Winning that game really boosted our confidence and we went on to win the remaining pool games against CLFS,
Kingsdale and Woldingham. This put us in a strong position, 2nd place in our pool which meant that we were
through to the semi- final against the winner of the other pool… St George’s. After a long morning of hockey we
were starting to feel the fatigue and although we tried our best unfortunately St George’s (the eventual winners)
were just too strong. This put us into the 3rd place play off against Priors Field. We were spurred on by the chance
of winning the bronze medal and put everything we had into the game.
We all played excellently as a team but as special mention should go to Maddie for scoring 10 goals over the
course of the day! We really enjoyed our first Surrey tournament and were so happy to finish in 3 rd place. Thank
you to Miss Whelehan for organising this.
Team: Orla (GK), Charlotte, Isabella, Jo, Lara, Lily, Maddie (Captain), Olivia C, Olivia H, Sophie

Results
Gordon’s

Lost 1-2

St Theresa’s

Won 4-1

City of London Freemens

Won 1-0

Kingsdale

Won 3-1

Woldingham

Won 1-0

SEMI FINAL vs St George’s

Lost 0-4

rd

3 PLACE GAME vs Priors Field
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U13 Surrey Hockey – 31st January 2018
A Team Report
On Wednesday 31st January we travelled to Reigate Grammar School for the annual Surrey Hockey tournament.
Our first match was against St George’s Weybridge, they toughest team in our pool. Everybody battled hard but
unfortunately the game finished 0-4. Next up was Woldingham, we had some excellent attacking play but were not
as clinical as we should have been within the shooting circle and the game finished 0-0. The weather took a turn
for the worst during our third game, against St Dunstan’s, it was a similar story to the Woldingham game. We
dominated possession and had some lovely phases of play but struggled to score and the result was again 0-0. We
finished 3rd in our pool and therefore went into the playoff for 5 th/6th place against Tormead. We were all very cold
and tired but this didn’t stop us from playing her best. In the first half we had amazing defence, led by Nadia. We
finally managed to score in the second half, Shianne received the ball and fired it into the corner from the top of
the D.
We had a fantastic time and finished in 5th place. Thank you to Miss Whelehan for organising this.
Team: Shreya (GK), Nadia (captain), Isha, Stella, Charlotte, Ye Eun, Natasha, Georgia, and Shianne.
B Team Report
This year the Nonsuch Hockey B team went to the Surrey Hockey Tournament at Reigate Grammar School. We
were the only B Team there and had a tough pool of schools to content with. The day was packed with fun, rain,
and many different results. We were up against St Theresa’s in our first game, which was by far our best performance of the day. We had lots of attacking opportunities and managed to convert several of them. We came out
with a 4-0 victory!
You could say it went downhill from there… against Alleyn’s we lost 0-1 despite having many goal scoring opportunities. Our other pool games finished 0-2 and 0-1. The final playoff game was against St Dunstan’s and it was an
extremely close game, we thought it was going to end in a draw and go to penalties but luckily for them they
managed to sneak a goal in just before the final whistle. After a relaxing lunch, we returned to school having
finished in 8th place, yet thoroughly enjoying it all.
Team: Ella (GK), Lydia (captain), Molly, Hannah, Yasmine, Heera, Priya, Alina, Sarah, Naomi

Date for your Diary
Our Annual Gym and Dance Show will be taking place in the Sports Hall on
Tuesday 24th and Wednesday 25th April. With this year’s theme being ‘Around the
World’ our audience can expect to be transported to places such as Puerto Rico,
Japan, France and India. Tickets will be available on ParentPay shortly.
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Surrey Schools Sports Acrobatics
The gym squad worked hard to prepare for the Surrey Schools’ Sports Acrobatics Competition and had to compete
with each other to gain a place in the team. The event took place at Streatham and Clapham High on Wednesday
14 March. The standard of gymnastics was high with every pair in the competition managing to hold all their
balances. This is an under 19 competition but a large number of the Nonsuch team were from our Junior squad
who were very enthusiastic. I’m pleased to report that in both the A and B team competitions Nonsuch gained the
Bronze medals. This was particularly pleasing for our 3 Year 13 gymnasts for whom this was their final competition

The U 19 teams: Anya, Camille, Jess, Sophie, Isabella, Theodora, Maddy, Sophie, Sivakami, Lada, Ella, Mina,
Sarah-Rose, Zoe and Mary.
The squads are now looking forward to demonstrating their skills at the gym and dance show on 24/25
April and hope the school community will come together to support them.

Swimming programme
At the start of the year students were offered the opportunity to join extra swimming lessons as a part of a
program to improve our student’s ability to swim. This was sponsored by a Jack Petchey award that was granted
to Mrs Holmes.
The students involved have progressed brilliantly and have gone from complete non swimmers to being able to
swim front crawl with bi-lateral breathing.
Currently the group is working on learning how to swim breaststroke and have shown great progress in a short
time.
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Individual Achievements
Alice in Year 8
Alice is a keen climber, currently rising
through the ranks and competing regularly
in order to develop her skills. In November
Alice attended a Youth Climbing Symposium
and was able to meet Shauna Coxsey MBE;
a professional rock climber who won the
IFSC Bouldering World Cup in 2016 and
2017. Alice was able to take part in some
skills session with Shauna and tried out a bit
of Acroyoga!
As a competitor, Alice has made excellent
progress in a short space of time and is
currently 4th in the regional competition. If
Alice achieves 3rd place in the next round
she will go to the national final in Scotland –
watch this space!
Congratulations to Miss
Smith who has been
selected for the England
Ladies Cricket Team. She
is currently on her first
international tour of India
and has now made her
full T20 England debut;
starting with a win over
Australia! We wish her
every success!

Ella in Year 7 competed in the Judo National Championships in March
2018 and finished 5th which is a fantastic result. She has been asked to
join the England Development Squad. Well done Ella.

Gemma in Y13 competed in the U19 English National Badminton
Championships over the weekend of 9th-11th February. Held at the
National Badminton Centre in Milton Keynes this hugely prestigious event sees only the best players in the country taking part.
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Nonsuch’s First Lacrosse Club!
This term we have taken advantage of a free coaching offer from Epsom Lacrosse Club in partnership with Epsom
& Ewell Borough Council. This is part of an initiative to support the development of lacrosse in all secondary
schools in 2018. Joe Nicholson has been running specialist training sessions with the girls and he has been delighted at the uptake; with up to 26 participants, this is the largest after school session Joe has had in 3 years!
Students have thoroughly enjoyed learning new skills and have shown great enthusiasm for the sport! We will
look to maintain this school-club link and provide further opportunities for girls to take part in the sport.

The British Physic Olympiad is a problem solving challenge and
only attempted by some of the best and bravest Physics students
in the country. Physics Olympiads for both year 12 and year 11
have taken place this term. In year 11, we entered 31 girls out of
fewer than 3000 entries nationally. In year 12, ALL our students took the risk of having a go.
Three of the Year 12s achieved Bronze certificates – Chuyue, Vanessa and Kimberley. The Year 11 students scored an amazing haul. Amy, Nivi and Shruti achieved Silver certificates, putting them in the top
400 students in the country at physics. Tilly, Amy, Bhanu, Isabel, Lucy, Shruthi, Avanya and Sravya
achieved Bronze I certificates, and Angharad, Angela, Neha, Mariyah, Nikita, Nandni, Reshaba, Aalia,
and Lauren achieved Bronze II certificates. Well done to all who took part!
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An action packed Sports relief week started with a bang last week with a Just Dance Morning
breakfast on Monday. Many girls came to enjoy the baked goods, smoothies and busted a few
moves for just £1 which helped to set the enthusiastic tone of the next few days. There was
also a huge success on Wednesday with over a hundred girls completing the Sports Relief mile
– well done to those managing to complete the laps in a 7-legged team! This dedication was
replicated on Thursday lunch as the volleyball battle between Year 12 and the teachers commenced. It was a hard fought war of digs, sets and random slaps but both teams stuck to
their guns resulting in a comical display with flashes of brilliance despite a few heated disputes. The 20p entry ensured a spirited crowd which helped both teams throughout the match - who needs to play at Wembley?! - as well
as adding to the fantastic fundraising total. The teachers sneaked a win in the first set 22-20 with the Sixth form
team bouncing back brilliantly to overcome a determined opposition with a second set win of 22-20 again – revenge is sweet! I think both teams will agree the deadlock must be broken and another fiery contest is certainly
due – so everyone set aside another 20p in case! All in all, the electric volleyball crowd, dancers on Monday morning and mini Mo Farah’s helped us raise an incredible £270 for Sports relief and counting! Thank you to everyone
involved and we hope you all enjoyed the week!
Sports Team
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Interhouse Results so Far…..
Year 9 Hockey
1st

Neptune

28 points

2

Mercury

26 points

3rd

nd

Jupiter

22 points

th

4

Pluto

20

5th
joint
5th
joint
7th

Mars

10 (7 goals
against)
10 (7 goals
against)
10 (9 goals
against

Saturn
Venus

Year 9 Netball
1st

Mercury

2nd

Venus

3rd

Jupiter

23 (7 goal difference)
23 (5 goal difference)
22

4th

Saturn

20

5

Neptune

20

6th

Mars

14

th

Pluto

12

th

7

Year 8 Hockey
1st

Year 8 Netball

Venus

26

1st

Saturn

30

nd

Pluto

22

2nd

Pluto

27

rd

Mercury

18

rd

3

Mercury

16

th

Saturn

18

4th

Mars

15

th

Mars

16

th

5

Jupiter

14

th

Neptune

16

6th

Neptune

14

th

Jupiter

10

th

Venus

10

2
3
4
5
6
7
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